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Abstract 

 The  Magnetic  Resonance  Imaging  (MRI)  is  mostly  used  in  clinical  practice. Segmentation of 
the MRI brain image is carried out for detection of the brain abnormalities. In this paper,   Fuzzy   C-
means   (FCM)   method   is   proposed   to improve the segmentation performance for MRI brain 
images. Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) is a recent population based method inspired by the 
observation of real ant’s colony. Proposed method used to preserve image details and also suppress 
image noise. This method determines the correct stage and size of the tumor and identifies the stage of 
the tumor from the area of the tumor. This work uses segmentation of brain tumor based on the ant 
colony optimization and fuzzy c-means algorithms. Experiments conducted on MRI images show that 
the proposed method is very effective, providing 95% accuracy and the system used to identify the 

stage of the tumor which is easier cost reducible and time savable. 

Keywords:  Segmentation, ACO, Fuzzy C-means, feature extraction, Tumor 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, the Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) techniques have been proved to be a powerful 
tool in the field of medicine. MRI is one of the best ways to visualize brain structure. The Brain 
comprises different tissues includes Grey Matter (GM), White  Matter (WM), and Cerebro-Spinal  
Fluid (CSF). In the medical domain accurate segmentation of those tissues is one of the great 
significance.  MRI brain images are not linear, these are usually composed of various factors such 
as noise, partial volume effect, intensity. Another factor is that CSF focuses on a very small 
proportion of MRI brain images. This is an obstacle for Fuzzy C-means (FCM)-based methods for 
segmenting MRI brain images. It is our priority to detect the tumor in the brain in an early stage 
and to prevent the patient from major disease.  In this work, two algorithms are used for 
segmentation namely; Ant Colony Optimization and Fuzzy C-means algorithm. These algorithms 
offer the accurate result for brain tumor segmentation. The Origin of Tumor is because of the 
uncontrolled growth of the tissues in the body. The tumor may be primary or secondary. If it is a 
basis, then it has been known as primary. If the part of the tumor is expanded to another place then 
it has been known as secondary tumor.  

 Detection of tumor is very important for further future treatment. If tumor is detected at 
an early stage then it may be possible that lifetime of the patient who affected by the brain tumor 
may grow.  The lifetime of patient increases.  Brain  tumor  are  of  two  types  specially  that  are  
Mass  and Malignant. In this proposed work we build an application for detection of brain tumor 
with the help of Brain MRI images and predict the disease details from the given area of tumor 

Clustering is an important unsupervised method to achieve image segmentation. 
Clustering methods are simple that decomposes a given dataset into some clusters depend on 
minimizing the objective function. The clustering method may be divided into hard and fuzzy 
clustering. Fuzzy clustering is more suitable for brain MRI segmentation.  FCM is sensitive to 
noise.  Brain MRI segmentation includes stages such as image preprocessing, segmentation, 
feature extraction. It is evident that a lot of research efforts have been made on the Brain MRI 
segmentation for tumor detection. However, there exists a  wide  scope  to  present  the  best  
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performance  in  medical  field. This paper presents a method for the segmentation of MRI brain 
images into a number of classes. 

The  Fuzzy  C-means  and  Ant  colony  algorithm  allows  the  method  to  obtain  
accurate  segmentation  details as well  as spatial consistency.  The noise resistance and image 
detail preserving are tough choices for Fuzzy C-means algorithm. An ACO is an algorithm that 
may have the potential to be used in medical images. In this paper, we are using the ACO 
algorithm for Image Segmentation. By using this algorithm we may separate the White Matter 
(WM), Grey matter (GM), Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). The Objective of this work is to use such a 
tool that may tell people about person condition about the tumor, that is the person is in risk or not 
and what is the stage of the tumor. Eventually, we are providing systems that detect the tumor and 
its shape and identify the stage of the tumor from the given area of the tumor.  

II. RELATED WORK 

 Xiangzhi Bai, Yuxun  Zang, Havnon Liu, Zigio chen [1] proposed improved possibility 
fuzzy c-means method which is based on similarity measure. This method is based on identified 
the outliers in an image.  similarity  measure-based  Probablistic  Fuzzy  C-means  (PFCM)  
method  with  local  label information  is used for segmentation of MRI brain image.   It identifies 
the outliers in an image. This method may be used for both linearly and nonlinearly separable data.  
Moreover, the proposed method applies the local label information to preserve image details and 
to suppress the effect of noise. This system provides an efficient way for diagnosis of the brain 
tumour and, provides solution to cluster size sensitivity problem. Similarity and dissimilarity 
between clusters are computed and, also introduce local label information. Proposed model 
achieve 85 % accuracy.  

Sérgio Pereira, Adriano Pinto, Victor and  Carlos  A.  Silva [2] proposed  a  
Convolutional  Neural Network (CNN) method for segmentation of brain tumors  in MRI images. 
It includes bias field correction, intensity, and patch normalization. The Author uses BRATS 2013 
and 2015 databases.  It obtains the first position for the complete, core, and enhancing regions in 
Dice Similarity Coefficient metric (0.88,  0.83, 0.77) for the Challenge data set. In On-site BRATS 
2015, it obtains a second place with DICE. Similarity, the coefficient metric of 0.78, 0.65, and 
0.75 for the complete, core, and enhancing region. 

Zhen Tang, Sahar Ahmad, Pew-Thian Yap[3] Proposed a new Multi -atlas segmentation 
(MAR). The Author describes register and fuse label information from multiple normal brains for 
segmentation. The Low-rank method is introduced to get the recovered image of normal -looking 
brain from the MRI tumor brain image. Normal brain atlases may be registered for the recovered 
image which is not affected by the tumor. These two steps are iteratively carried out for obtaining 
the final segmentation of the tumor -brain image. It may get effectively recovered images and also 
improves segmentation accuracy.  This method achieves results for synthetic data as 78\% for 
recall, 91\% for precision, 62% for dice. Stelios Krinidis and Vassilios Chatzis [5] Proposed new 
algorithm called Fuzzy local information Cmeans. This paper provides image clustering. Fuzzy 
Local Information C-means (FLICM) may improve the clustering performance. The important 
factor about this algorithm is the use of a fuzzy local (both spatial and gray level) similarity 
measure. This method improves the performance of the system by removing noise insensitiveness 
and image detail preservation as well as it may apply on the original image. It is free of any 
parameter selection. This method gives 95% accuracy. 

S. K. Shil, F. P. Polly, M. A. Hossian, Y. M. Jang [6] Author proposed method for 
detection of normal and abnormal brain MRI images.  This includes steps as  preprocessing,  post 
processing,  feature  extraction, classification. It uses K-means for clustering for segmentation of 
the image. The Discrete Wavelet Transform is used for feature extraction and dimensionality 
reduction. Support vector machine is used for classification purpose. The Result is compared with 
specificity, Sensitivity, Accuracy results. The Proposed model achieves an accuracy of 90%.   

Dr. M. Karnan, T.Logheshwari[7], This paper Proposed Ant Colony algorithm (ACO) 
with Fuzzy segmentation. The first step deals with the segmentation of MRI brain image and Ant 
colony algorithm is with Fuzzy method used to extract the suspicious region. The second step 
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deals with the similarity between proposed segmented algorithms and The Radiologist report. 
Finally, tumor position in Brain MRI image is calculated. The proposed model achieves an 
accuracy of 92.91%. 

 Samir Kumar Bandhyopadhyay [8], Author Proposed system of image registration and 
data fusion theory adapted for the segmentation o MR images. Propose a system of image 
registration and data fusion theory adapted for the segmentation of MR images. This system 
provides an efficient and fast way for diagnosis of the brain tumor. This method gives more 
accuracy more less time. This system provides a fast way for diagnosis of the brain tumor called 
K-means algorithm. 

Beshiba Wilson and Julia Punitha [10], Author describe K-means and Fuzzy C-means 
respectively to detect the iron in brain using SWI technique. As Fuzzy c-means algorithm is 
unsupervised algorithm it gives more accuracy. An accurate assessment of iron accumulation is 
required for diagnosis and therapy of iron overload in various neurodegenerative diseases. K-
means is deterministic and it depends upon number of seeds for initialization. Susceptibility 
Weighted Imaging (SWI) information about any tissue has different susceptibility. 

 

III. AN EFFECTIVE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 We have used the enriched approach for the development of an effective Brain Tumor 
Detection System. The proposed system consists of four modules namely; pre-processing, 
segmentation, Feature extraction, approximate reasoning, and classification. Pre-processing is for 
noise removal from the MRI image. It is done by the filtering process. After that Ant Colony 
Optimization and then Segmentation is done by Fuzzy C-means algorithm. Feature extraction is 
done by thresholding and finally, approximate reasoning method to recognize the tumor area and 
position in MRI image and identify the stage of  tumor. It is time savable.  Finally, implement a 
system to identify the stage of the tumor which is easier, cost reducible and time. 

A. Architecture of Brain Tumor Detection System  

The system architecture of an effective analyzer is fragmented into six consequent phases 
namely; MRI scan Brain image,  Brain image Pre-processing Ant Colony optimization on Pre-
processed image,  Fuzzy c-means clustering, Thresholding,  Identify the stage of tumor as shown 
in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1 System Architecture  

 

 The  Pre-processing  step  is  used  to  remove  noise  from  the  image.  It performs  the  filtering  
of  noise  as  well  as  other  artifacts  in  the  image  and  sharpening  the  edges. It Carries out 
RGB to grey conversion and also, Reshaping of the image takes place here. It includes a median 
filter for noise removal. The possibilities of the arrival of noise in modern MRI scan are very less. 
It may cause because of the thermal effect. The main aim of this paper is the detection of the 
tumor from MRI images. For that system needs to process noise removal which is carried by pre -
processing steps in system architecture. The possibilities of the arrival of noise in modern MRI 
scan are very less. It may cause because of the thermal effect. The main aim of this paper is the 
detection of   the tumor from MRI images. For that system needs to process noise removal which 
is carried by pre -processing steps in system architecture.  Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) a 
metaheuristic is a population-based approach inspired by the observation of real ant’s colony and 
It is based upon their collective foraging behavior. In this step, we used ant colony optimization 
for segmentation of brain MRI image. It makes the appropriate cluster for further processing. We  
used  Fuzzy  c-means  clustering  on  an  ant  colony  optimization  technique  output  image  for  
segmentation. Here, the membership function and distance are used for image segmentation. 
These steps form the more accurate cluster for further processing.   The approximate reasoning 
step deals with binarization method. The image having only two binary values as black and white 
(0 or 1). After that find the stage of the tumor from the given area of the tumor and  also predict 
the disease risk details.  Calculation of the area of the tumor is as follows: 

The area of tumor =√ P * 0.264 

where, P= total no of white pixels of threshold image. And 0.264 is the 1 pixel size 
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IV. ALGORITHMIC APPROACH USED 

We have given MRI Brain image as input to the system. Preprocessing is carried out on 
given MRI image. To get more accurate result we have used Ant Colony Optimization and Fuzzy 
C-Means (FCM) Algorithms.  

A. Ant Colony Optimization: 

The formal and informal description of Ant Colony algorithm is subsequently described in 
subsequent section. 

 Informal Description: 

 In our algorithm, input is grey image on which median filter is used to reduce noise and 
Output is segmented image which including detail information about image. Firstly input image is 
divided into 3*3 matrix. We got all different nine values. Starting from center of image, we have 
to calculate different value surrounding center point. All ants are propagated uniformly and 
randomly on the whole MRI image space to perform the search activity. A histogram curve is 
plotted based on the amount of pheromone trace.  

 Formal Description: 
 We present now formal description of Ant Colony Optimization algorithm in this section. 
 
Algorithm: Ant Colony Algorithm 
 
Step one: In this step the positions of totally K ants, as well as the 

pheromone matrix T(0) and parameters are initialized. 

Step two: For the construction-step index n=1: N 

- For the ant index k = 1: N 

Consecutively move the kth ant for L steps according to a probabilistic transition matrix pn 

,(with a size of M1M2 M1M2). 

- Update the pheromone matrix  

Step three: Make the solution decision according to the final pheromone 

matrix  

B.Fuzzy C-means Algorithm: 

The formal and informal description of Fuzzy C-means Algorithm is subsequently described in 
subsequent section. 
 
Informal Description: 
 
In our algorithm, input is output of Ant Colony Optimized result to get more accurate result. The 
fuzzy logic is a way to processing the data by giving the partial membership value to each pixel in 
the image. 
-The membership value of the fuzzy set is ranges from 0 to 1. 
-Fuzzy clustering is basically a multi valued logic that allows intermediate values. -Member of one 
fuzzy set may also be member of other fuzzy sets in the same image. 
-There is no abrupt transition between full membership and non-membership. 
 
 Formal Description: 
We present now formal description of Fuzzy C-means Algorithm in this section. 
Fuzzy C-means Algorthm- 
Steps: 
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Step 1: Initialization 
Scan the image line by line to construct the vector X containing all the gray 
level of the image 
Randomly initialize the centers of the classes vector V(0) 
. From the iteration t=1 to the end of the algorithm: 
Step 2: Calculate the membership matrix U (t) of element u (ik) 
.Step 3: Calculate the vector V(t)= [v1; v2; :::; vc ]: 
Step 4: increment the iteration t, and return the Step 2, otherwise, stop the 
algorithm. 

                                                        V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP  

The MRI imaging has become a widely-used method of high quality medical imaging, 
especially in brain imaging where MRI's soft tissue contrast and non-invasiveness are clear 
advantages. MR images may also be used to track the size of a brain tumor as it responds (or 
doesn't) to treatment. A reliable method for segmenting tumor would clearly be a useful tool. 
Currently, however, there is no method widely accepted in clinical practice for quantitative tumor 
volumes from MR images. After researching a lot statistical analysis which is based on those 
people whose are in brain cancer. 

We also used java. Swing, Java.sql. Also, the Java.sql package denes an interface called 
Java.sql Driver that makes to be implemented by all the JDBC drivers and a class called java.sql. 
Driver Manager that acts as the interface to the database clients for performing tasks like 
connecting to external resource managers, and setting log streams. When a JDBC client requests 
the Driver Manager to make a connection to an external resource manager, it delegates the task to 
an appropriate driver class implemented by the JDBC driver provided either by the resource 
manager vendor or a third party. 

The Training data set Consists of MRI scan brain images. This data set consists of 
healthy as well as infected MRI scan Images. It is shown in below   Fig. 2. The Standard dataset 
consists of tumor mages as well as healthy mages and standard dataset with tumor is depicted in 
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 respectively. 
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Fig. 2 Training Dataset 
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Fig. 3. Standard Dataset with tumor 

 

 

  Fig. 4. Standard Dataset with no Tumor 
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VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

Input to system is MRI Brain Image and output is tumor detection from MRI Brain Image. The 
input MRI Brain image provided to the system is depicted in Fig. 5. Also, Grayscale image, 
Filtered image, Ant Colony Optimization Result, Fuzzy C-means optimization results, 
Thresholding output, final result, and accuracy graph are shown in Fig. 6, Fig. 7, Fig. 8, Fig. 9, 
and Fig. 10 respectively. Comparative performance study is as shown in Table 1. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. Input MRI Bran image 
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Fig. 6. Grayscale Image 
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Fig. 7. Filtered image 
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Fig. 6 Ant Colony Optimization Result 

 

 

Fig. 7. Fuzzy C-Means Optimization Result 
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Fig. 8. Thresholding output 
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Fig. 9. Final Result 
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We present the computation of Accuracy By Using Clustering Algorithms. Figure 10 shows 
accuracy  

 

Fig. 10. Accuracy Graph 
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Table 1 Comparative Performance Study 
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A. Various Test Cases for brain tumor detection System 

 We present various Test Cases for brain tumor detection System based on Registration, 
Area of tumor are as shown in Table2. 

 

Table 2 Test Cases for Area of Tumor 
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VII. CONCLUSION 
 In  Summary, We presents a method for the detection of normal and abnormal brain MRI 

images. For detection of tumor we have used effective algorithms. At first brain MRI image is 
read and then pre-processing, post-processing, feature extraction,  classification is carried out. The 
proposed method used Ant Colony and Fuzzy c-means algorithm to get more accurate results. 
ACO algorithm is proposed to segment MRI brain images Segmentation using Fuzzy C means to 
find accurate tumor shape extraction of the tumor. Fuzzy C-means with Ant Colony Optimization 
gives more accuracy. Thresholding is carried out for feature extraction. Finally approximate 
reasoning for calculating tumor area and position of tumor calculation and At last identify stage of 
the tumor from the resultant area of the tumor. Identify the stage of the tumor which is easier, cost 
reducible and time savable. The proposed method will give a more accurate result.  
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